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 (although there is only one file in the folder, it's called music.mus), you'd select it from the Audio|Preferences window and
click Set List to Music, then click OK to apply the new settings. jim: i'm on arch and using rhythmbox now, and it looks just

like this i had it on ubuntu a few years ago, i swear z3r0c0d3, then the problem is probably with the package itself, not with the
sound app, you just need to change the default music app for your desktop and then you will probably have to change the

gstreamer-properties to tell it to use that as default music app larry1, well, it depends on how your program expects you to enter
the password, and it might accept any string or require that it be in some specific format. So I should uninstall it and see if that
changes it? Sven_vB, i tried using a sudo login, but it isn't working. It doesn't like the pw i put in. I mean, it doesn't like it at all.
larry1, you might need to set your window manager to show the window border then. Sven_vB, how would I do that? jim, yeah

you could try that. but the package is in the ubuntu repos too, just install it from there larry1, I can't help you in a windows
environment. maybe someone else can. kostkon I'm not that experienced with linux. How would I uninstall it? Sven_vB, thanks

anyway. jim, with any pacman package manager. jim, or pkgmgt. I'm running Unity not gnome jim, sudo apt-get purge
rhythmbox, i.e. the package name. but it could also be gnome-music jim, if you 82157476af
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